Battalion Detachment +5CP (T'au Empire) [60 PL, 1245pts] +

No Force Org Slot +  William Abilez 3rd Overall Scorched Earth Open 2018

T'au Empire Sept Choice: T'au Sept

+ HQ +

Cadre Fireblade [2 PL, 42pts]: Markerlight

Commander in XV86 Coldstar Battlesuit [8 PL, 158pts]: Drone controller, 3x Fusion blaster

Darkstrider [3 PL, 45pts]

+ Troops +

Kroot Carnivores [5 PL, 55pts]: 11x Kroot

Kroot Carnivores [5 PL, 80pts]: 16x Kroot

Strike Team [5 PL, 77pts]
- Fire Warrior Shas'ui: Pulse rifle
- 10x Fire Warrior w/ Pulse Rifle

+ Elites +

DX-4 Technical Drones [2 PL, 32pts]: 2x DX-4 Technical Drone

DX-4 Technical Drones [2 PL, 32pts]: 2x DX-4 Technical Drone

+ Heavy Support +

XV107 R'varna Battlesuit [19 PL, 451pts]: Advanced targeting system, Multi-tracker
Flyer

DX6 Remora Stealth Drone Squadron [9 PL, 273pts]
  3x DX6 'Remora' Stealth Drone w/ 2x Seeker missile: 6x Long-barelled burst cannon, 6x Seeker missile

++ Outrider Detachment +1CP (T'au Empire) [39 PL, 755pts] ++

+ No Force Org Slot +

T'au Empire Sept Choice: Bork'an Sept

+ HQ +

Commander in XV86 Coldstar Battlesuit [8 PL, 158pts]: Drone controller, 3x Fusion blaster

+ Fast Attack +

Pathfinder Team [7 PL, 100pts]: MV31 Pulse Accelerator Drone, 2x MV4 Shield Drone
  8x Pathfinder: 8x Markerlight
  Pathfinder Shas'ui: Markerlight

Tactical Drones [4 PL, 80pts]: 8x MV7 Marker Drone

XV109 Y'vahra Battlesuit [20 PL, 417pts]: Advanced targeting system, Velocity tracker

++ Total: [99 PL, 2000pts] ++